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STYLE 100. Five Octaves.

Height, sft-iiVi in. Length.sft.q in. Depth, 22% in. Weight,

when boxed, 340 ibs.



STYLE 120. Five Octaves.

Height^^ft.qYa in. Length,3ft. i^\i in. Depth, 22 in. Weight,

when boxed, 2^0 lbs.



STYLE 280. Five Octaves.

Heighty 6 /i. 8 in. Length, 48% in. Depth., 26% in. l^eighi,

when boxedy S75 1"^-."



THE VICTORIA. Five Octaves.

Height, 4 ft. 4 in. Length, s ft. 11% in. Depth, 2 ft. 4% in.

Weight., when boxed., 400 lbs.

1



STYLE 324. Six Octaves.

Height, b/t.8^i in. Length, 4 ft. 3 in. Depth, 24yi in. Weight,
j

when boxed, 400 lbs. \



STYLE 302. (QUEEN ANNE.) Five Octaves.

Height, O/i. 4% in. Length, jjt. lo in. Depth, 24% in. IVeight,
j

when boxed, jdo lis.
,



STYLE 307. (CHAPEL ORGAN.) Five Octaves.

Height, 4B% in. Length, 4ft. Depth, 26% in. Weight, wJien

boxed, 340 lbs.



STYLE 345. Five Octaves.

Height^ b/t. 7V2 in. Loigth, i,ft. 2 in. Depth, 2/t. 3 in. IVeighU

wheti boxedi 400 lbs.



THE CONNOISSEUR. Five and a half Octaves.

Height, 3/t. /I/2 in. Length, 4ft. 2}^ i/i. Depth, 2 ft. 4X in

Weight, wkeji boxed, j^j lbs.



DESCRIPTIONS.
Style 100, page 2. This instrument has four sets of reeds of two

and a half octaves each, and nine stops, namely : Dulctana, Diapason,
Flute, Principal, Tremulant, two Dolce, and two Forte, stops, also

Knee Swell 3.nd Grand Orgati. It corresponds in musical capacity

with the former style 109.

In the same case are to be had three other styles, namely, Style

105, one set of reeds of five octaves compass, and four stops ; Style

102, three sets of reeds of two and a half octaves each, and six stops.

{Dulciana, Diapason, Kalopkon, Tremulant, and two Forte stops),

and Style 103, five sets of reeds of two and a half octaves each, and
eleven stops, {Dulciana, Diapason, Flute, Principal, Baritone, Sub-
bass, Tremulatit, Baritone Duet, one Forte, and two Dolce stO'.^ys).

The latter is a substantial and powerful organ, well adapted for use
in Sunday-Schools and Chapels.

Style 120. This style has precisely the sets of reeds and the stops
of Style 100. In the same case are furnished two other styles, namely

:

Style 121 which contains the works of 120 with an Octave-Coupler,
and Style 125 which has the further addition of the Sub-bass.
These instruments have been carefully designed for the general de-

mand. The case is a model of beauty, and the musical parts excellent.

Style 280. This is a new design of imposing proportions and
elegantly ornamented. It has five sets of reeds of two and a half

octaves each, and ten stops, namely, Dulciana, Diapasott, Fhtte,
Priticipal, Kalophoti, Tremulant, two Forte and two Dolce stops,

also the Grand Organ. Style 285 (in the same case) has the same
reeds and stops, with the addition of Sub-bass. Style 290 (in the
same case) has all the preceding elements, with the addition of the

Octave-Coupler, making in all twelve stops.

THE VICTORIA. This is an instrument of standard quality, in

a solid and beautiful case, finished with a gloss like that of a fine

piano-forte. Its musical elements are the same as those of Style 290.
Style 302.' (Queen Anne.) This instrument has a case of fine

proportions, ornamented in the style of the time of Queen Anne. Its

nuisical parts are the same as those of styles 290 and Victoria.

Style 307. (Chapel Organ.) In its capacity this organ resembles
the preceding. The case is made low, to enable the player to face the

congregation. It is paneled on all sides, and the sound has free egress

Style 324 has six octaves and twelve stops : Principal, Fbde, Dia-
pason, Djilciana, Kalophon, Octave-Coupler, Sub-bass, Tremtdant,
two Forte and two Dolce stops, and Grand Organ . In the same new
and fine case are two other styles. Style 326 has the same as above,
with the addition of Baritone. Style 322 has nine stops, Kalophon,
Octave- Coupler, and Sub-bass being omitted.

Style 345 Is probably the handsomest and best of all the tegular
styles with high tops. It is very elaborately finished, and its tone is

at once full and smooth. It has thirteen stops, and six sets of reeds
of two and a half octaves, and a set of one octave.

1 THE CONNOISSEUR. The iriechanism of this instrument is

wholly new, and unlike any other in existence. It is covered by
seven patents, and has occupied the time of the inventor for years.
It is at once powerful, brilliant, and delicate. The compass is sixty-

eight notes. There are fifteen stops and S sets of reeds, namely, four
sets of 3^ octaves, three of 2\ octaves, and one of ij octave. It is

specially adapted for public performances.



M
HE SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS are warranted for

five years to remain in order and in tune, provided tliey are

not exposed to dust nor dampness. Absorption of moisture

will cause the parts of the mechanism to swell so as to move
with difficulty. Any change in the tone of a reed is generally due to

particles of dust adhering to it. If dust gets in at the point of con-

nection, the vibration is stopped. Dampness produces a corrosion

that flattens or impairs the tone of a reed. If, after all dust is care-

fully removed, the reed does not sound properly, the makers will fur-

nish a new one upon application.

Reeds can be sent by mail, as merchandise, at a cost of one cent an
ounce. When a new reed is wanted the owner should send the faulty

reed, together with the reed that is an octave above or below it (to be
sure of accurate tune), and should, at the same time, give name, the

town, county, and state, — also, the mnnber of the organ. If the reed

is los' or cannot be sent, the writer should mention the set it comes
from uiont or back), as well as the letter and the <7c/«z'^, counting
from the left. A charge will be made for reeds when the instrument
is five years old ; and no reeds will be sent oid unless the number of
the organ is given by the applicant.

The reeds are vibrating tongues of metal, riveted upon metallic

bases, and placed in separate cells, or perforations, made in theedges
of the reed-board, which rests upon the top of the wind-chest, directly

under the key-levers. When there are two sets of_ reeds, one is

placed in the front part, and the other in the opposite side of the

reed-board. The base of each has a small depression by which it can

be drawn out with the aid of a reed-hook, one of which is sent with

every instrument.

The reeds belonging to the Principal zx^A Flute sets are in front.

To reach them, first unscrew and take out the key-slip,— directly

under the keys in front, — then draw the stops and raise the swells,

and the ends of the reeds will be visible underneath. The swell \& a

narrow strip of wood that can be raised and lowered, and the real

" stop" is a similar strip underneath the swell. The knobs are not
" stops," but means ofdrawing stops. The Dulciaiia and Diapason

reeds are at the back of the reed-board, covered, like the front-reeds,

by stops and swells. To reach them take out the back of the case,

then draw the stops and raise the swells.

The Kalophon reeds and Sub-bass reeds are in separate boxes, in

plain sight, on the top of the wind chest at the rear. When these

boxes interfere with getting at the Didciana and Diapasofi reeds, it

is necessary to bend the wire reed-hook in the middle.

In the higher class organs the reeds are reached more easily after

taking o:U the name-board and connected wood-work.

In replacing the pans, care ra be taken to make the stops con

nec'i, A before.

Ti.c more complicated instruments, as well as tl.e mechanism of the

Octave-Coupler, should not be touched except by persons who are

fully acquainted with their construction. Should any accident occui

in tnese, it would be better to write to the manufacturers.
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